
Omar Obaisi

Phone
+970-569-880-778

Email
omr.obasi28@gmail.com

PERSONAL STATEMENT
As a software engineer with a computer science degree from Al-Quds University and a full-stack development

certification from Elevation Bootcamp, I bring a wealth of experience and expertise to the table. I am proficient in

modern web development technologies such as HTML, CSS, JS, React, Redux, NodeJS, Django, MongoDB, and

MySQL. My goal is to work as a software engineer, using my skills to design and develop applications to meet the

unique needs of clients. I am eager to join a team of motivated individuals working towards the advancement of

the company and its objectives.

EXPERIENCE
The Rental Network | 2022

● Led the development of an E-commerce renting website that allows users
to rent a product or post one to be rented

● Utilized technologies such as ReactJS, NodeJS, MongoDB, and joi.

If Charity | 2022
● Managed the development of a full-stack project making it easier for

people to find and donate to charities.
● Utilized technologies such as Node.js, MongoDB, and jQuery,

Face Recognition | 2021
● Built a Face Recognition system using three different machine learning

algorithms.
● Successfully designed and implemented a robust face recognition system,

resulting in increased accuracy and improved user experience.

EDUCATION

Sep 2018- Jun 2022 | Computer Science, Al-Quds University

Designed and built Trip Palestine, an electronic platform promoting local tourism

in Palestine, as the graduation project. Utilized technologies such as Node.js,

MongoDB, joi, Nodemailer, and Cloudinary to deliver a user-friendly platform that

encourages local tourism and economic growth.

Trainings:

● Web Development Training, Al-Quds University | 2021

● Python Programming Training, Al-Quds University | 2021

Jun 2022 - Sep 2022 | Full Stack Web Developer, Elevation

An industry-based intensive 3-month coding Bootcamp which covered the entire

MERN stack and beyond. Built a number of end-to-end projects from scratch while

adhering to solid OOP principles and communicating with a number of API’s

TECHNICAL SKILLS

Languages
JavaScript (Node.JS/ES5/6),
Typescript, Java, Python

Frameworks
ReactJS, React Native,
Express, Django, Redux,
MongoDB, MySQL

Technologies
jQuery, HTML, CSS, Sass,
Materialize, Bootstrap

Tools
Git, Working in
collaboration in GitHub,
Postman, VS Code, Heroku,
Trello

LANGUAGES
Arabic, English
Full professional proficiency

https://www.linkedin.com/in/omar-obaisi-7358b41b8
https://github.com/omarobaisi
https://github.com/omarobaisi/TheRentalNetwork
https://github.com/omarobaisi/Face_recognition
https://github.com/omarobaisi/Charity
https://github.com/omarobaisi/Charity.git
https://github.com/omarobaisi/Face_recognition

